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Abstract.
The theory of focal points and conjugate points is an
important part of the study of problems in the calculus of variations
and control theory. In previous works we gave a theory of focal
points and of focal intervals for an elliptic form J(x) on a Hubert
space si. These results were based upon inequalities dealing with
the indices s(o) and n(cr) of the elliptic form J(x; a) defined on the
closed subspace si (a) of si, where o belongs to the metric space

(2, p).
In this paper we give an approximation theory for focal point
and focal interval problems. Our results are based upon inequalities
dealing with the indices s(/i) and u(/i), where ¡i belongs to the
metric space (M, d), M=E1 x S. For the usual focal point problems
we show that A„(ct), the nth focal point, is a p continuous function
of a. For the focal interval case we give sufficient hypotheses so that
the number of focal intervals is a local minimum at <r„in 2. Neither
of these results seems to have been published before (under any
setting) in the literature. For completeness an example is given for
quadratic problems in a control theory setting.

1. Preliminaries.
We now state the approximation hypothesis given in
[1] and [2] and the focal point hypothesis given in [5]. The former is
contained in conditions (1) and (2), the latter in (3). sé will denote a
real Hubert space with inner product (x,y) and norm ||jc|| = (jt, x)1'2.
Strong convergence is denoted by x„=>x0 and weak convergence by xQ—>x0.
Let 2 be a metric space with metric p. A sequence {<xr}in 2 converges
to <j0 in 2, written or-^-cf0, if limr=;yQ0p(ar, o'0)=0. For each a in 2 let
sé (a) be a closed subspace of sé such that
(la)

if crr-»-Oo,xr in sé(ar),

xT-*y0 then y0 is in sé(rt0);

(lb) if x0 is in sé(<r0) and £>0 there exists ó>0 such that whenever
p(d, o'0)<á, there exists xa in A(a) satisfying ||jc0—xa\\<e.
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For each a in 2 let J(x; a) be a quadratic form defined on s/(ff) with
J(x,y; a) the associated bilinear form. For r=0, 1, 2, • • • , let xr be in
s/(cfr), yr in s#(ar) such that if xr-+x0, jr=>j0
(2a) limr=>œ J(xr,yr; aT)=J(x0, y0; a0);

(2b) lim inf,.^
(2c) lim,.^

J(xr; ar)^J(x0;

J(xr; ar)=J(x0;

and or~"aotnen

rj„); and

a0) implies xr=>x0.

Let a, b be real numbers (a<b) and define A= [a, b]. Let {Jf (X):Xin A}
be a one parameter family of closed subspaces of si such that Jf (a)=0,

Jf(b)=s/,

and Jf (A,)<=^f(A2)whenever A,, A2in A, Xt<X2. In this paper

we will require one or both of the additional hypotheses :
(3a) ^(A0) = n^0<AS6 ¿F(X) whenever a^X0<b, and
(3b) Jf (A0)=cl((jaSA<A0 ^W)
whenever a<X0<:b is satisfied. We
note that cl 5 denotes the closure of 5.
Theorem

1.

Condition (3a) implies (la) holds in the <?f, X notation;

(3b) implies (lb) holds in the Jf, Xnotation. Finally (3) implies (1) holds in
the Jf, X notation.
This result has been given in [1].
The signature (index) of a bilinear form Q(x) on a subspace
the dimension of a maximal, linear subclass ^ of á? such that
implies ô(*)<0. The nullity of g(x) on 0) is the dimension
0Io={x in 0¡\Q(x, y)=0 for all _yin 01}. The vector x is said
null vector of B. For Theorem 2 we denote the index and nullity
on s/(a)

01 of ^ is
x#0 in "^
of the set
to be a Q
of J(x; a)

by s(a) and «(a).

Theorem 2. Conditions (la), (2b) a/jíf (2c) imply there exists <5>0
jucA that p(a, a0)<è implies s(a)+n(cf)^s(a0)+n(a0).
Conditions (lb)
and (2a) ;>M///ythere exists <5>0 swc/ï r/to p(a, cr0)<á impliess(a0)^s(a).
This result has been given in [1].
2. Approximation theory. We now define the spaces 0I(p) which
"resolve" the space sé (a). Inequality results are then given relating the
signatures s(p) and n(p) to s(p0) and n(p0).
Let M=Ax2
be the metric space with metric d defined by d(pu p2)=
\X2—X-¡\
+ p(cs2, o-,) where p1 = (X1, er,) and p2=(X2, ff2). For each p = (X, a)

in M define J(x; p)—J(x; a) on the space 0}(p)=sé(ff)n¡Jíf(X). Let
s(p)=s(X, a), n(p)=n(X, a) denote the index and nullity of J(x; p) on

0)(p).
We will use the terminology "holds on M" to refer to conditions (1)
and (2) in the "p, setting" of this section as opposed to the "o" setting" of
§1. Lemma 3 is immediate as J(x; p)=J(x; a) on sé (pi).

Lemma 3. // (2) holds on S then (2) holds on M.
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Lemma 4. If (la) holds on 2 and (3a) holds, then (la) holds on M.
Suppose p„-+p0, xg in @(pq), xg-+x0, where pQ= (Xg,ag), q=0, 1, 2, • • •.
From <rg->-o-0,
xg in sé(<jg), xg-^-x0 we have x0 in sé(a0). From Xg—>-X0
and
Theorem 1 we have x0 in =3f(A0).Thus x0 in Jf (A0)n.s/((r0)=^i(ia0).

Theorem 5. Assume (la) ani/ (2) hold on 2 a«rf fAai (3a) holds.
For any p0= (X0,a0) in M there exists ô>0such that ifp = (X,a), d(p0, p)<ô
then
(A)

s(X, a) + n(X, a) <; s(X0, a0) + n(XQ,<f0).

Lemmas 3 and 4 imply that the hypothesis of the first statement of
Theorem 2 holds on M. Inequality (4) is the first conclusion of Theorem 2
in this notation.
We note that (lb) does not hold on M without extra hypotheses. This is
due to the fact that the x^ which satisfies \\x0—xj|<e may belong to
both Jf (X) and sé (a). Fortunately these extra hypotheses are not necessary
to prove inequality (5).

Theorem 6. Assume (lb) and (2) hold on 2 and that (3b) holds. For
any p0=(X0, a0) in M there exists <5>0 such that if p = (X, a), d(p0, p)<ô
then
(5)

s(X0, cr0)^ s(X, a).

We note there exists ó>0 such that d(p0, p)<ô implies the following
inequalities hold:
s(X0, o-0) ^ s(X0 - ô, o-0) ^ s(X0 - ô, a) ^ s(X, a).

The first inequality holds by the second conclusion of Theorem 2 as

@(X0,o-o)= cl(

(J 8&CX,o-0)) whenever a < X0^ b.

The second inequality holds by replacing sé with J^(X0—&) in (lb).
More specifically if x is the projection of x onto Jf (A—0) and xa is in
sé (a) and given by (lb) then xa in ¿f (X—fS)r\sé(a) and \\xa—x0\\^

ll*<r-*oll<e- The third inequality follows as 3f (X0-ô)cjf
Combining Theorems 5 and 6 we have :

(X).

Theorem 7. For any p0=(X0, o0) in M there exists <5>0 such that if
p=(X, a), d(p0, p)<ô then
(6)

s(X0, a0) ^ s(X, a) ^ s(X, a) + n(X, a) <; s(X0, o0) + n(X0, <r0).

Furthermore

(7)

n(X0, cro)=0 implies s(X, o)=s(X0, a„) and n(X, a)=0.
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3. Focal points and focal intervals. Let ct0in S be given. A point X0at
which s(X, <70)is discontinuous will be called a focal point of J(x; a0)
relative to {Jf(X):X in A}. The difference s(X0+0, cr0)—s(X0,<f0)will be
called the order of X0as a focal point (of a0). A focal point X0is counted
the number of times equal to its order. In the above s(X0+0, o*0)is the
right-hand limit of s(X, a0) as X->X0from above. The quantity s(X0—0, o-„)

is similarly defined.
It has been shown in [1] and [5] that (3b) implies s(X—0, a0)=s(X, rf0)
while (3a) and the disjoint hypotheses of Theorem 8 imply s(X+0, <r0)=
s(X, a0)+n(X, ff0). Thus
Theorem 8.

A, a_A'<A"_¿»

Assume (3) holds. Let o-0in 2 be given such that X', X" in

imply the J(x; a0) null vectors on 01(X', a0) and 0J(X", a0)

are disjoint. Assume X' and X" are not focal points ofa0 (a_A'<A"<è)
and
there exist k focal points of aQ on (X', X"). Then there exists e>0 such
that p(a, tf0)<£ implies there are exactly k focal points of a on (X', X").
In fact if Xn(o0)^Xn+1(rf0)^- ■■= A„+fc_i(o-0)(«=1,2, 3, • • •) are the
k focal points of a0 on (X', X") then An(o-)_A„+1(cr)_- • ■^.Xn+k_1(o) are

the k focal points of o on (X', X").
Assume s(X', cr0)=n. Then by the above remark, s(X", <f0)=n+k—\
and «(A', a0)=n(X", a0)—0. By (7) there exists <5>0such that if p(a, cf0)<ô
then n(X', a)=n(X", o)=0, s(X',o)=n,
s(X"',a)-n+k-\.
The result
follows by definition.
Corollary
9. Under the above hypotheses there exists £>0 such that
p(a, cr0)<£ and a_A^a+£
imply there exists no focal point X of a.
Corollary
10. Under the above hypotheses the nth focal point Xn(a)
is a continuous function of a (n = \, 2, 3, • • •)•

If we assume that the disjoint hypotheses of Theorem 8 do not hold
we obtain a focal interval theory. In this case condition (3) implies that
if x0 is a J(x; ö0) null vector of 0I(Xo, a0) then a0 belongs to a proper closed
subinterval At of A where A, = {A in A:x0 is a J(x; a0) null vector of
â3(X, (T0)}.[2] shows that focal intervals can be well defined, and contain
the relationship between focal intervals and the indices s(X, a) and n(X, a).
Very briefly let o*„be in 2 and assume A, is the first focal point (with
respect to a0) with order el=e1(<i0). The first e, focal intervals I^cto), " •,
Iei(ao) end at ^i- They are closed intervals whose left-hand endpoint
Xn(ff0) is given recursively fory'=l, • • • , e1 by
Xn(rf0) = min{A ^ X1: there exists x ¿¿ 0 in Ss}
where S¡ is the set of J(x; cf0) null vectors of ¿SS(XX,
ct0) which are not
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J(x; a0) null vectors of ¿$(Xx+0, a0), such that (x¡, xk)=0 for k —\,- • ■,
j—l, where x¡ is the vector "giving" XjX.
With obvious modifications, the remaining focal intervals may be
defined corresponding to the distinct focal points AX<A2< • • • <XB.
Note that s(X, <r0) equals the number of focal intervals on the open

interval (a, X).
In the remainder of this section we will consider inequalities involving
f(X', X"; a), the number of focal intervals (with respect to a) on the
interval (X1',X") of A. We will denote the dimension of the J(x; a) null
vectors common to the space 38(X', a) and 3S(X", a) by m(X', X", a).
Theorem 11 has been given in [2].

Theorem 11. Let tx0in 2. ///',

X"in A (a^X'<X"<b)

then

(8) f(X', X"; <r0)= s(a"; <t0)- [s(X', a0) + n(X', cr0)]+ m(X', X"; a0).

Theorem 12. Let X', X" in A (a^X'<X"<b);
2,

p(<j0, o)<.r¡

ji>0; and assume a in

implies m(X', X"; a0)^m(X', X"; a).

Then there exists

ô>0 such thatf(X', X"; a0)^f(X', X"; a) whenever p(a0, ct)<ô.
From inequality (4) and equality (8) we have
f(X', X"; (T0)= s(X", (T0)-

[s(X", <T0)+ n(X", o0)] + m(X', X"; <r0)

^ s(X", a) - [s(X",a) + n(X", a)] + m(X', X"; a)

= f(X',X";a).
Corollary
13. If n(X", o-0)=0 then there exists <5>0 such that
f(X', X"; a0)^f(X', X"; a) whenever p(a0, a)<d.
In this case n(X", o)=0 so that m(X', X"; a0)=0=m(X',

X"; a).

A. An example. For our example we will consider a problem inspired
by [6], which is the "modern day" control theory version of that of [4].
Further results for this example may be found in [2]. In [3] a further
example is given in which the arcs x(t) are broken line segments and the
spaces sé (a) are finite dimensional.
An element x of sé is an arc x:x'(t), uk(t) (a^t^b)
(i=l, • ■• ,n;
k=\, • • • ,q) where x*(t) and uk(t) are Lebesgue square integrable functions. The subspace & of sé will denote all arcs which also satisfy:

(9)

x = Ax + Bu and

C*x(a) = 0.

Finally if will denote all arcs jc in á? which also satisfy x(b)=0.
The quadratic forms
J(x; a) = x*(a)Dax(a)

+

2oj„(t, x, u) dt
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are assumed elliptic relative to the inner product
(x,y) = x*(a)y(a) +

(y*x + v*u) dt

where
x:x(t),u(t);

y:y(t),v(t);

and
2(o„(t, x, u) = x*P„x + x*Qau + u*Q*x + u*Rau.

In the above let "*" denote the transpose of a matrix. The matrices
A, B, C, and D are respectively nxn, nxq, nxr and nxn constant real
matrices where the rank of C is r^n; Pa(t) and Qa(t) are «X« and nxq
Lebesgue square integrable matrices on [a, b] with Pa(t)=P*(t);
and
R„(t)=R*(t) isaqxq essentially bounded and Lebesgue integrable matrix
on [a, b] satisfying Ra(t)^el
almost everywhere for some £>0. The
ellipticity of y is a consequence of the fact that Ra is positive definite in
this sense.

For each Xin [a, b] let <ë(X)be given by <€(X)={xin ^:x(i)=0,

u(t)=0

a.e. on X^t^b}. Let s(X; a) and n(X; a) denote the signature and nullity
of J(x; a) on <g(X).We note that XX<X2implies (ë(Xx)^cë(X2) and that (3)
holds with <£ and ^(X) replacing sé and J^(X) respectively.
For fixed a the difference between the usual focal point phenomena and
focal interval phenomena is the concept of abnormality. In the latter case
a nonzero solution of Euler's equation (satisfying the transversality
conditions) is allowed to equal zero on a subinterval of [a, b]. This is
impossible in the former case. Mikami [6] has shown that if the matrices
A and B are analytic in [a, b] then for such solutions, x(t)=0 on some
proper subinterval [a, b'] of [a, b] implies x(t)—0, u(t)=0 a.e. on [a, b].
Thus all focal intervals degenerate to focal points in this case.
Continuity conditions (with respect to a) on the matrices Da, Pa, Q„ and
R„ such that conditions (2) hold are left to the reader. The methods used
in [3] will suffice to justify the more obvious cases. More advanced
problems may be constructed by assuming matrices Aa, B„, and Ca are
indexed by a, in which case we have the obvious changes of 33(a), instead
of 33 and s(X, a) and n(X, a) as the signature and nullity of J(x; a) on

^(a)n^(X).
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